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The stakes have risen and a phenomenon has arrived:
The Invicta Subaqua V
Four years in the making, Invicta’s engineers realized this timepiece exclusively in-house. To reach such a complicated level in horology, the Invicta team of designers and engineers had to think beyond any previous standards. With a transformed, innovative pusher complication, 36 individual micro-engineered components and a bracelet boasting individual frame protectors, the Subaqua V
sets an unprecedented standard. The unique pusher complication transforms and reinvents how high-end pusher systems work.
Compared with conventional screw down crown systems, the patented system elevates the pusher while the locking system stays in
place, offering 20 times more water resistance.
The watch case complication consists of 36 individual micro-engineered components, which are carefully assembled involving over
100 specialist man-hours. The Subaqua V top ring now has 5 riders totally integrated with the top-ring and a hollow cave construction, allowing all fingertip sizes to grasp firmly and secure the uni-directional top-ring for activation. The dial consists of 8 different
components, a new set of hands has been created with the Invicta design element, and due to its unusual wide structure, the dial
offers much clearer time reading.
The newly developed bracelet has more components and elements than any other Subaqua bracelet. The multi construction racelet
has individual frame protectors that individually fit on top and in between the beautifully crafted base bracelet. The base bracelet
has to be carefully cut with next to zero tolerance to allow the frames to sit and function correctly.
The Invicta Subaqua V, raising the stakes.
About Invicta Watch - Led by innovation and nurtured with the consistency of quality and brand personality, the forward thinking
energy of The Invicta Watch Group continues its brazen journey. The long held belief that supremely crafted timepieces can be offered for modest sums is the founding principle of Invicta and that ideology still resides at the core of all Invicta creations. In setting
a premise of exceptional standards, Invicta maintains their objective by successfully satisfying consumers and collectors alike at any
price point.
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